Teachers’ Knowledge
and Beliefs about the Use of
African American English

African American Students:

The gap between African
American (AA) students and
students of other races has
been persistent in reading
outcomes.
Some believe that a
factor contributing to the gap
is the use of nonmainstream
dialect (Craig et al., 2009;
Gatlin & Wanzek, 2017).
Literacy instruction may also
ignore the linguistic capital
that students bring to the
classroom

African American English (AAE) differs
from mainstream American English
(MEA) on pronunciation and
grammatical features.
The differences between oral and
written language for AAE students are
large. If students speaking AAE lack
metalinguistic awareness to recognize
the differences, they may have
difficulties reading.
Explicit instruction on how AAE dialects
map onto written language is needed.
Teachers need linguistic knowledge to
conduct such instruction.

African American English:

Linguistic terms. E.g., phoneme,
morpheme, grapheme.
Grammatical structures.
How to implement culturally
responsive assessments and
instruction.
How to place value on students’
dialect and culture.
Whether they have implicit bias
towards dialects.

What knowledge should teachers be equipped with
to recognize and honor students' linguistic capital?

The influence of teachers’ perceptions
and expectations on student outcomes

Teachers tend to have higher expectations for
white students (Baron et al., 1985)
African American students are more likely to be
referred to special education services (Tenebaum
& Ruck, 2007)
Students whose race is the same with their
teachers may have increased academic
performance (Rgalite et al., 2015)
The only disadvantage that dialect speakers face
is the bias educators may hold (Goodman &
Buck, 1973)
Teachers’ linguistic biases towards AAE speaking
students may lower their linguistic confidence.

Be an advocate for students
who use AAE
Explicitly teach educators
about the rule-based
linguistic structures of AAE
Teaching educators how to
place values on both dialects
while using MAE in some
contexts is a useful skill
Advocate for curricula,
materials, and instruction
that affirm the lived
experiences of all students

Teaching Suggestions:

Resources:
A Teacher’s Introduction to African American English: What a Writing Teacher
Should Know (Redd & Webb, 2005), online content from PBS’s curriculum
entitled “Do You Speak American?” (2005), or the “Online Resources for
African American Language” (Kendall et al., 2019) funded through the National
Science Foundation and the University of Oregon.
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